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four claims staked by Mr* D* A* Bull in Lots 6 and 7, Concession 

VI, German township, were optioned by the Doainion Gulf Company, for 

mining exploration purposes* The ground covered by the claim group is 

ooapietely void of rook outcrops* It was therefore necessary to under* 

take a geophysical survey of the property,in order to determine the 

potentialities of the claims and to locate anomalous conditions which might 

be worthy of further investigation by diamond drilling* Three of the claims 

form a contiguous block covering the land portion of part of the south half 

of Lot 7, Cone. VI German township* These claims were therefore accessible 

at any tine of the year* The fourth claim, however, occupies that portion 

of Lot 6, Cone* VI, German township covered by the waters of Mcintosh lake* 

Any surveys on this claim had to be done during the winter months, when it 

was possible to conduct a survey on the ice covering the lake* Accordingly 

the survey of the four claims was oarried out during the months of March, 

April and May, 19H.

It wes believed that a ground magnetometer survey of the property 

would provide the most definitive information concerning the geological 

structure of the area, providing clues which could be used to interpret the 

rock types underlying the claim group* Magnetic surveys are unique in this 

respect, and therefore lend themselves to reconnaissance survey* over propertied 

where nothing is known of the rook types liable to be encountered*

An Askania Sobmidt-type magnetic balance, having a sensitivity of 

20 gammas per scale division was used in the survey* Basic coverage consisted 

of stations 50 feet apart, on picket lines 200 feet apart* In all a total of 

553 stations were observed on 6*5 miles of picket lint*
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The magnetic data were observed and reduced by a Dominion Gulf 

Company magnetometer crew, supervised by Mr* R* Hodgine* On completion of 

the survey, the field data vere tranamitted to the Toronto office of the 

Poainion Gulf Company for further prooeaaing and interpretation* The baaie 

data, together with isomagnetic oontoure and interpretation, are presented on 

a map at a scale of l inch equala 200 feet, accompanying thia report*

80MMAHI AUD

Iron the magnetic aurvey it haa been poaaible to prediot that the 

minor anomalies in claims P-37&&2, P-37&U and P-37645 are oauaed by topo 

graphic relief in the bedrock* On the other hand, the broad anomaly located 

in claim P-37679 ia probably oauaed by an acidic intrusive.

It haa been suggested that the next atep in the exploration program, 

ahould be probing and trenching of the sharp, narrow anomaly extending in a 

westerly direction from a point on Line 684001, 600 feet south of Barber1 a 

Bay*

Thia area is characterised by its uniformity of magnetic relief* 

The maximum and minimum valuea recorded vert, reapeotively, 916 gaamae and 

371 gamnaa, a difference of about 550 gaaaaa* All of the other recorded valuea 

lay between 420 gaonaa and 600 ganmaa, vith the exception of one (709 gemmae). 

Those readings lying outaide the 420 to 600 gammaa range are widely separated, 

and apparently in no way related* The three erratic valuea are probably 

related to near-aurfeoe causes, such aa magnetic bouldera, traah, buried pipea, 

or similar material*, and are therefore not likely related to the rooka under** 

lying the claim group* It ia, of course, possible that the erratics represent 

aharp pinnaolea of bedrock extending upvarda to within a few feet of the over*
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burden surface* aa compared to the otherwise deeply buried bedrook* Suoh an 

occurrence may wall explain the easterly trending anoaaly extending from Lint 

62400E to Line 70+00* and embracing the 709 gammas value* Thia anoaaly could 

a&eily represent a ridge in the badrook extending upwards through the over* 

burden* the anoaaly being oauaed by the relative proximity of the 'rook to the 

measuring instrument Howevar* tha ooaplately isolated low anoaaly (371 

gammas) occurring on Line 54+OOX is not easily explained in thia manner* 

Since the low occurs in a birch, poplar, pine bush* and no evidence of a 

trash pile or other unnatural disturbance exists* it is believed that thia 

anoaaly ia probably due to a near-surface boulder depoaited by glacial action*
*

The third erratic, occurring on Line 66400V near the vest shore of Mcintosh 

lake* is, however* typical of those anomalies oauaed by discarded debris* It 

is located Just off-shore from a cleared field* in a typical location for 

junk piles* Some evidence of the near-eurfaoe occurrence of this anomaly may 

be seen in the aerial photographs of the area* where a alight shading along 

the shore ia coincident with the Magnetic anomaly*

eliminating the three erratic values* one is struck by the apparent 

homogeneity of the araa* aa represented by the magnetic values* While several 

different rook types aay be present in the area* it ia quite evident that 

theae rook types Must contain about the same percentage of ferrie iron* and art 

thus equivalent rook types froa a magnetic point of view* They may be totally 

different when subjected to a chemical or petrographic analysis* but one thing 

they will have in ooomon is their aagnetio susceptibility*

The claim group may be considered to be divided into two separate 

units* magnetically and geographically* The first unit ia comprised of claim 

P-37679 while the seoond includes claima P*376*2* F-376U end P-37645* Claim
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P-37679 occupies the southwestern corner of Nolntoah lake, Tha magnetio 

contour* in thia area ara very smooth and rapraaant a gradual alopa upwarda 

on tha Bouthern and eastern aides to a paak on Line 60400V about 100 faat aoi 

of the township line* The font of tha anomaly ia aUob aa to suggest an in1 

plug, the top surfaoa of which may lia ae much aa 350 faat balov tha vurfao* 

of tha lake* A dapth dateraination on thia typ* of anomaly, however, ia 

subject to large errors ainoa tha geometry of tha causative body cannot ba 

adequately defined* However, tha regularity of the contours, and tha absenoa 

of minor oloeuraa (with tha axoaption of the 916 genoa* anomaly on Lin* 

66400V vhloh has been previously discussed) indicate that tha rook* we burladi
\

quite deeply, and that the bedrock topography ia probably quit* flat*.

It is recognised that tha anoaaly oould ba caused by topographic 

effect alone, as swing that tha badrook oontour* roughly aasum* tha shape 

shown by the magnetic contours* The apparent anomaly, than, would ba caused 

by the change in distance frea tha point of measurement to tha badrook furfae*,| 

and would, therefore, ba indicative of nothing nora than topographic relief* 

If this ware the ease, however, the topographic relief mist ba large compared

to the depth of burial, and toe paak of tha magnetic, anoaaly ahould ba do**
\

to the plane of measurement* One would than expect to observe minor anomalia* 

due to inhoaogeneitia* in the bedrock. Thu* unless tha badrook i* completely 

homogeneousj and the bedrock topography a oontinuou* surface, this hypothesis m] 

be abondoned in favour of the Intrusive plug interpretation*

the magnetio oontour pattern shown on the thraa contiguous olefin* in 

Lot 7, Cone* VI is entirely different to that observed in claim P-37679* In* 

southwestern group of claims ia characterised by a number of weak, narrow
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magnetic anomalies which appear to define magnetic trend** These trends are 

remarkably parallel to the shoreline of Barber's Bay and as such are probably 

related to the Bane phenomenon as that which caused the depression now 

occupied by the waters of Barber's Bay* One might assume that a very 

complicated pattern of folding was responsible but it sews nore logical that, 

in this oaset the anomalies are caused by topographic effects due to glacial 

action on the bedrock. The relatively sharp9 narrow anoMlies are typical of 

near-surface effects* indicating that overburden is not particularly deep* 

This is quite noticeable on Line 64+008 about 990 feet south of Barber*s Bay* 

In this areai the present ground surface is quite flat, but the bedrock 

topography is unknown* Froa the magnetic data, it would appear that the bed* 

rook was quite close to the surface, (not nore than 25 feet) although laok of 

detailed magnetic observations makes such a statement risky* Zt is therefore 

conceivable that the magnetic highs oould represent topographic highs while the 

lows would represent depressions in the bedrock, havi&f dimensions consistent 

with bedrock depressions observed elsewhere* It is therefore very doubtful 

whether the magnetic anomalies represent anything more than bedrock topographic 

relief* As such, it is impossible to determine rook types or structure from thi 

magnetic data*

It may therefore be assumed that at least two rook types are present 

the claim group, a country rock and an intrusive, from the relative uniformity 

of the magnetic data, it is, perhaps, safe to predict that the country rook 

is sedimentary in character while the intrusive ifl probably quite aoidie and 

therefore lacking in magnetite* Perhaps it is granitic in composition*

It is impossible to recommend any one location rather than another 

for sub-surface investigation. However, due to the relatively shallow over** 

burden in the vicinity of tine 66+OOB, 000 feet south of Barber* s Bay, aad



Line 64+OOEf 600 feet south of Barber's Bay* H nay be possible to detensln* 

vhat the country rook is, by probing and trenching, with a relatively lov 

expenditure* Suoh work should probably be next in the exploration program,

ATTXCHKBMT8

l* Dominion Gulf Company Map "Ground Kagne tone ter Surrey, D* A* Bull Option*,
Oeraan tovnshipt Provinoe of Ontario, Soale 
l* - 200*, dated May 27,

 J, R* Ratoliffe*
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